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NOTE - starts page 3
1. **Roman Republican Denarius**, struck by the great generals, including Caesar, Metellus, Cato the Younger, Marius the Younger, and Mark Antony (struck for his fleet, with ship and standards of the VIII Legion). *bought in London.*

- Coin of L. Porcius Licinius. Head of goddess Roma.

- Obverse: Head of Child, holding a child, and two children.

- Reverse: Head of Apollo, with a cornucopia.

2. **Roma.**

- Revers: The shepherd and the flock, with a child in his arms.

- Obverse: The head of a young man, holding a cornucopia.

3. **Head of Apollo.**

- Reverse: A child, holding a cornucopia.

4. **Coin of the Metellus family.**

- Obverse: Two figures, possibly deities, standing over a child.

- Reverse: A child, holding a cornucopia.

5. **Coin of Marius the Younger.**

- Obverse: A young man, holding a cornucopia.

- Reverse: A child, holding a cornucopia.

6. **Coin of Cato the Younger.**

- Obverse: A young man, holding a cornucopia.

- Reverse: A child, holding a cornucopia.

7. **Coin of the Gens Fulvia.**

- Obverse: A man, holding a cornucopia.

- Reverse: A child, holding a cornucopia.

8. **Coin of Mark Antony.**

- Obverse: A young man, holding a cornucopia.

- Reverse: A child, holding a cornucopia.
11. A complete set of bronze tetradrachms struck in Egypt under the emperor Caracallus—Augustus, except Caligula, who struck no silver in Egypt at all. These coins (except the numismatices of Marcus Aurelius and Commodus which are rather rare but by good luck are here well represented) are of the face value of about a dollar each. The amount of alloy varies, but on the average they contain about 1 part silver to 5 of copper. Each of these coins has been selected from very many others. The features are brought out best by letting the light pass from the left side of the coin, alighting upon the chest or by carrying about in the pocket. The weight in the way of appearance. The years are shown by ordinary Greek numerals. L = year, but no other known why.


10. Another type of Caracallus on coin of Nero. Struck in 15th year. 66-67 AD.

11. Tiberyus "TIBERIUS CAESAR" [A.D. 14.05.35 15.03.35] [A.D. 17.01.35 18.01.35]. On reverse of coin, with crown. Gees ZEBAETOS = Proconsul Augustus. This coin was struck by Tiberyus himself and is a very fine specimen. The coin is comparatively rare. It is interesting to compare the features here given with those on the reverse of the coin of Nero, the smallest of the 16. It is smaller than the silver drachm.

12. TIBERIUS in a coin struck in the 13th year of Nero's reign.

13. TIBERIUS in the reverse of coin of Nero. TIBERIUS CAESAR [A.D. 14.05.35 15.03.35] [A.D. 17.01.35 18.01.35]. On reverse of coin, with crown. Gees ZEBAETOS = Proconsul Augustus. This coin was struck by Tiberyus himself and is a very fine specimen. The coin is comparatively rare. It is interesting to compare the features here given with those on the reverse of the coin of Nero, the smallest of the 16. It is smaller than the silver drachm.

14. Claudius <61-54> 6th year: 49.68 AD. A.D. 987. [A.D. 102.03] [A.D. 103.12]

15. Claudius on reverse. Messana. MALANNA CAESAR. 6th year. 5th year. [A.D. 107.11] [A.D. 108.11]

16. New in 5th year of his reign. Compare him with portrait on coin of Augustus. This coin belongs to the close of the "octuavennium Augusti." [A.D. 107.11] [A.D. 108.11]


Note: The dates are given in the form A.D. followed by the year of the reign.
18. Also issuing coins and aigis. NERΩ KAΩN AIGAION KAIΣΩN SEΩN (AΣΤΩ) XEIΣΩN KAIΣΩN (AΣΤΩ).
   = Nerva Claudius Cesar Augustus Germanicus
   = 4th year of reign
   = 20th year of foreign

19. Also 14th year of reign NERΩ KAΩN
   = 4th year of foreign
   = On reverse ΑΥΤΩ ΚΑΙΣΩΝ
   = On reverse ΑΥΤΩ ΚΑΙΣΩΝ
   = On reverse ΕΙΣΩΝ

20. Silver coin, inclusion part of the Alexander's reign.
    = 2nd year of foreign
    = On reverse ΕΠΩΝ ΕΠΩΝ
    = On reverse ΕΠΩΝ

21. Nerva. On this coin, only afterwards his coins are not often met with in the province. This is
    an unusual good specimen.

22. Vespasian. Shown in the year of the sack of Jerusalem, 70 A.D. on reverse.
    = 2nd year

    = 2nd year

    = 2nd year

25. Titus. Third year.
    = 2nd year

26. Domitian. He struck no silver coins in Egypt but many of sestertii.
    = 2nd year

27. Nerva. 56-57 A.D.
    = 2nd year

Note: Nerva's silver coins appear on these altogether in his fourth year.
28. Trajan. | 98-117 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year (arrows) | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | S C | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

29. Trajan. With Crown (Later Type). | 100 AD | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 8th year | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

30. Hadrian. (Citrine Type). | 117-138 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 8th year | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

31. Hadrian. 12th year of reign. | | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | | | | | | | | | | | | |

32. Antoninus Pius. | 138-161 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 14th year | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

33. Antoninus Pius. | 138-161 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 14th year | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

34. Trajanus. | 98-117 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

35. Trajanus. | 98-117 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

36. Marcus Aurelius. | 161-180 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

37. Faustina the Younger. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 12th year. | AVGR VTIS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

38. Commodus. | 180-192 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

39. Commodus. | 180-192 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

40. Faustina the Elder. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

41. Faustina the Elder. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

42. Faustina the Younger. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 12th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

43. Faustina the Elder. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

44. Faustina the Elder. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

45. Faustina the Younger. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 12th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

46. Faustina the Younger. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 12th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

47. Faustina the Younger. | Wife of Marcus Aurelius. | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 12th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

48. Gaius. | 180-192 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |

49. Galba. | 68-69 | Denarius. | Roma | Laureate | 5th year. | AVGVSTVS CAES AVG | 20 | 30 | S C | Year | on reverse | L | K | on reverse | E | "R" | "3" | "9" | "20" |
38. Commodus 180-192

On reverse: Sulla. "A.R.C. 98. 12."

39. Commodus

On reverse: Faustina, N.H. with Hind of Plenty."

IV. Representative Deities of the Latin Empire:

110. Elagabalus, 3rd year.

Reverse: "Harimania Meru Mar.""

111. Elagabalus, 4th year.

Reverse: "Harimania Americ.""

115. Maximinus, 3rd year.

Reverse: "C. Sull. 116."

116. Maximinus, 4th year.

Reverse: "C. Sull. 116."

117. Valerian, 5th year.

Reverse: "C. Sull. 116."

118. Gallienus, 6th year.

Reverse: "C. Sull. 116."
I. A set of altar-slab 

61. Hero. 3rd year. (The site has been struck twice)
   On reverse Demeter. ΑΜΗΤΗ (AP). Ω. p. 412. 368
   On face ΠΕΡΣΑΕΣ ΣΩΤΕΡΗΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΩ. ANAW ΑΜΗΤΗ. Λ1.

62. Hero.
   On reverse ΠΤΟΛΕΟΣ ΑΠΩΛΕΣ. Ω. p. 412. 89. On face ΑΠΩΛΕΣ. Λ1.

63. Hero. (a) A late?
   Reverse warrior. Ω. p. 414. 368. 80-2 years. Λ1 & Λ1A.
   On face ΠΕΡΣΑΕΣ ΣΩΤΕΡΗΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΩ. Λ1.

64. Hero. (a) A late?
   Reverse God. Ω. p. 418. 188. 1880-1875. Λ1.
   On face ΠΕΡΣΑΕΣ ΣΩΤΕΡΗΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΩ. Λ1.

65. Hero. 12th year. Formerly considered new, but several have been found lately.
   On reverse the city of Alexandria being an elephant's head as helmet. This is a continuation
   of the Greek coinage of Alexandria on which the elephant-like headdress commemorates Alexander's
   victory over the Persians. (ΑΡΣΑΣ ΠΑΤΩΜΕΝ) Ω. p. 414. 188. 80-2 years. Λ1B.
   On face ΑΠΩΛΕΣ ΣΩΤΕΡΗΣ ΑΙΩΝΑΩ. Λ1.

66. Hero. (a) A late?
   Reverse. Roman type. Ω. p. 412. 89. Λ1 & Λ1B (withus). On face ΑΠΩΛΕΣ.

67. Hero.
   Reverse ΑΣΟΛΕΣ ΣΩΤΕΡΗΣ. Commemorating the battle of Actium. (HERI ΣΩΤΕΡΙΑ ΑΠΩΛΕΣ. Λ1)
   (War: very much dated: great care must be taken if it is possible to claim it completely not to injure the
   reverie of leaves. Ω. p. 416. 188. 80-2 years. Λ1A.
   On face ΑΣΟΛΕΣ ΣΩΤΕΡΗΣ. Λ1 & Λ1A.

68. Galba. Ω. p. 418. 188. 80-2 years. ΑΛΣΟΚΑΙΣΩΝΑΡΑΘΑΙΚΗΣΕΑΤΙΟ.
   Reverse. ΚΕΡΑΣΙΕΣ holding victory in right hand and libation with helmet and cuirass in left.
   On face ΛΑΣΟΚΑΙΣΩΝΑΡΑΘΑΙΚΗΣΕΑΤΙΟ. Λ1.

69. Galba. Ω. p. 418. 188. 80-2 years. Λ1 & Λ1. As above.
   Reverse ΨΕΙΡΑΜΗ.

70. Galba. Ω. p. 419. 188. 80-2 years. Λ1 & Λ1.
   Reverse. Alexandria with elephant's head as a Macedonian. ΑΛΣΟΚΑΙΣΩΝΑΡΑΘΑΙΚΗΣΕΑΤΙΟ.

An artifact of great ship.

Two children of the

The soul of a great ship.

Seven hundred of the
71. Vespasian: 
Reverse: "AVTOKAIΣSEMOV ΕΠΑΙΡΑΙΑΝ ΟVΟ"

72. Vespasian: 
< 1st year>
Reverse: Prefab L. 5th July on stone, P.O.

73. Hadrian (Early type)
On reverse a "canopic" jar, such as those which contained the viscera which were extracted before embalming. The lid is shaped as a head of Isis.

74. Hadrian (Early type)
Reverse: Fanus Nile
< on face 6th year, 1st type>
Reverse: ΛΕΝΝΕΑ

75. Hadrian: 5th year
< on face, 5th type>
Reverse: "AVTOKAIΣSEMOV ΕΠΑΙΡΑΙΑΝ ΟVΟ"

76. Hadrian: 9th year
< on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

77. Hadrian: 10th year
< on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

78. Hadrian: 11th year
< on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

79. Hadrian: 12th year
< on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

80. Hadrian: 13th year
< on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

81. Hadrian: 14th year
< on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

82. Hadrian < on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

83. Hadrian < on face, 7th type>
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

84. Antoninus Pius
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

85. Antoninus Pius
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

86. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

87. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

88. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

89. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

90. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

91. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

92. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"

93. Commodus
Reverse: "ΛΕΝΝΕΑ"
82. Hadrian <14th year> <Royal seat of Heracles> C. 11.1 Sa 295 Plate 87.7
Reverse. Iulius. 

<on face AVT KAI TPAKAS in reverse L. diline 10>

83. Hadrian. 15th year. C. 11.1 Sa 296.497 Plate 87.8
Reverse. The Emperor in tunic receives the homage of the Province of Africa. Reconstitution of Alexandria with elephant helmet and with standards present.

<on face AVT KAI TPAKAS in reverse L. 14. Why Africa?>

84. Antoninus Pius. 15th year. C. 11.1 Sa 295.415. On reverse ANTONIOCOCCECEV

Reverse. Justice and Plenty. (CTC) AEKATON

<on face EYEBE in reverse L. 14. NIKAI KAP EKANA. Justice and Plenty.>

85. Antoninus Pius. 16th year. C. 11.1 Sa 294.415. On reverse AVT KAI TPAKASANANTONIO

<on face ANTON in reverseLK 14. Peacefully distinct>


Reverse. The Emperor falling on the rock. (As the Christians and all other people were required to do to the Emperor.)

<on face EYEBE in reverse L. 14. Peacefully distinct.>


Reverse. Jupiter Common. K.

<on face KOMANTOKC EYEB in reverse L. 14. KOMANTOKC>
Terracottas B.C. £5.

Terracottas (The terracotta come partly from Memphis and partly from the Fayum. The result of some hard but successful expeditions...). If the soil begins to come out of the Egyptian lamps, stand them in water for some hours, changing the water, and then dry them. Soil is a nuisance, but it is an infallible proof of genuine antiquity. It depends on what kind of ground they were buried in. K.T.F.

1. Girl's head.
2. Lamp of Ptolemaic period. Hole in handle for string to hang on a nail.
   From the ruins of Memphis.
3. Ptolemaic lamp from Memphis.
   a. Boy with pelasus.
   b. Ptolemaic lamp from the Fayum. Some of the soil is coming out. [See p. 17.]
5. Athene with helmet. This head shows traces of fire (perhaps from the sack of the city).
6. Lamp with five wicks.
7. Solaris. (Solaris is distinguished from Zeus by his peculiar crown). This is really a handle broken off from a large lamp.
8. Grace. Roman lady with an elaborate way of doing her hair which is not unusual at the period. She wears several plaits or earrings which were probably of copper gilt or lead painted.
9. Lamp with lion, from the Fayum.
10. Solaris holding sceptre and wreath. Beside him is an eagle.

The terracotta heads were originally covered with plaster and painted, K.T.F.

Greek Vase. Date about 400 B.C. Brought from a tomb £1.
(The vase is contemporary with Socrates and was acquired by me in Athens eight years ago. K.T.F.)

Two Litraurochina of Alexander the Great £2.
(The Alexander came from the house of one of his captains who followed Ptolemy to Egypt when the king died. His head remained unbroken till 1907; K.T.F.)

Alexander the Great. Struck during his life time. Issued in Athens £1.
Alexander the Great as Hercules wearing the skin of a lion's head as a helmet. Struck during his lifetime at Rhodes. On the reverse Olympic Games inscribed. Just in front of his knees is the (rather blurred) mintmark of Rhodes aT (δόρος) 2.

[On reverse ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ and under the lion Α1 04 to the right] 2.

Coins 1-95 were presented by Mr. Andrew Holden and cost £10.

The two terracottas, the Greek vase, and coins 96 and 97 were bought by the University from Mr. E. in the same year (1909) and cost £5. I sent Mr. F. the coins 98-122 in 1910 and wrote with regard to the remaining 123:

"The bulk of that is represented by the present lot viz. coins 99-123, and hopes to send the rest soon. But they have not yet arrived (23.11.1909).

The following are Mr. F. descriptions with my notes in [] for a full account see my book marked COINS.

[On reverse ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ] 99. Ptolemy Soter. A really fine coin struck in his reign or soon after  
[On reverse ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ]  
Eagle standing left. Both infants M.

100. Ptolemy Aeletes  
[On reverse ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ ΔΑΣΩΝ]  
in front L 16 behind ΡΑ 7

101. Ptolemy Aeletes.  
Found in a hoard of Augustus Coins, one of which is seen with it together.  
[On reverse illegible legend as above  
Front legend ΛΚ = ΛΧ = 54BC  
Behind eagle ΡΑ = mintmark of Paphos in Cyprus 7

102. [On reverse: Head of As Livia]  
Reverse: Head of Augustus.  
Found with no. 101 above.  
Similar to no. 11 >
Galba.

< Head of Galba as in no. 20. Inscription illegible. Date L^1 = 68-69 A.D.

Reverso. Kratos. KPA[-TH] Z12 >

Vitellius (on Coin of Vespasian).

< Obverse similar to no. 22. It is not the head of Vespasian, but the inscription is Vespasian's; I think the head is Vitellius'.

Reverso. Alexandria. Inscription good >

Marcus Aurelius.

< I think the identification is correct.

Reverso. Tyche reclining on couch, holding rudder in left hand.

Supporting head with right hand; couch draped with garlands.

Above L^1 = 169-170 A.D. >


< On reverse date inscribed L^2 = 186-7 A.D. >

A.D. Achilleus Caesar (rare).

< On Obverse A A I O S K A I Z A P >

On Reverso. AMMAEUS YCYPAT. - AIYEMOY UPAVB

= Ἀμμαχοῦς Ἰουνίας Στέφανος = Ἀμμαχοῖος Ἰουνίας Στέφανος = 157 A.D. >

108. Diagnosis: "Reissued" (1st).


< Obverse. ΑΡΧΟΝΤΑΙ ΑΙΟΚΑΝΤΑΙΟΝ ΚΩΝΣΕΝ

Reverso. Jupiter with scales and cornucopiae.

L^B = 245-6 A.D. >

110. Diocletian.

< Obverse. ΑΡΧΟΝΤΑΙ ΑΙΟΚΑΝΤΑΙΟΝ ΚΩΝΣΕΝ

Reverso. Athena.

L^A = 287-8 A.D. >

111. Julia Augusta.

< Obverse. IMAI AVGYSTA

Reverso. MATER DVM

< Probably Julia Augusta, the daughter of Tiberius >

112. Faustina.

< Obverse. DIVA FVSTA STINA

Reverso. NOV A


< If the date is 175-180 A.D. >
Roman Inscriptions

III 110. Domitian
< Observe Head r.p.; around from right, left CAESAR AVG. DOMITIANVS
Reversus Pegasus >

111. Trajan
< Observe Head of T., around from right, left to r.
IMP - GERMANICO
Dacian Fortuna: Maximi P. Minimum Pontifex Martyris.
< Reverso Trophy
around from l. to r.
COS II VPP IMP ORTHOPTNRC = consuliumque patri patriae senatus
pretenditique Romanorum optimo principi.

114-122. Lentulus. [Take all these to be Republican, B.]
114-6 3 Fontes (trifurcations)
114. < Head of Janus R. [- quinquies] *
Reverso Valley: above C FON = C. Fonteius
below ROMA >
115. < Two heads jugate [-] / right *
Reverso Valley: above NN: FON = C. Fonteius
below ROMA >
116. < Head of Mars, behind, a trophy.
P. Fonteius P.P. Capito III VIR = P. Fonteius, Publius, Capito,
triumvir caeci facies >
< Reverso: Horseman; man below, one holding up shield.
NV: FON TR: MIL = Macro (of) Fontes triumvir militum.>

117. Sergius (man on horseback holding head of slain Gaul in his hand).
< Observe Head of Roma, wearing winged helmet
behind * to right EXS.C. - et senatus consulto
Reverso M. SERGI
SALVS. >
119. Memoria (Castrum + signum)
< Observe Head of Apollo (?) *
Reverso L. MEMMI

117 Pomponia
< Observe Head of Apollo (?) L. POMPONI. MOLO
Reverso: Two figures, the one left in augur's stance, the one on the right
leading a victim to the altar.
below NVMTI POMPILL. i.e. Numa Pomponius. >
120. L. Piso Frugi.

< Obverse Head of Apollo(?), behind VII
Reversus Horsemanny, gazing, holding palm-branch.
Above VII
below: L·PISO·FRVG·I & something instead of SC? SC >

121. Lucius (Caecilius Celer)

< Obverse Head of City towards left, AEDVCX = Aediles Aemilii
Reversus Silla Aemilii
below: [C.] RASSIPES

Lucius Rassipes was bequeathed to Caecilius Celer's daughter, 5 B.C.

122. Hosidius (boar, spear).

< Obverse Helmeted(?), head.
Reversus Seta behind III VIR, 68 B.C.
Reversus boar, spear; below, horse.
C·HOSIDI C·F. >

123. Claudia (? Consistens).

< Obverse Head of Roma as in 117.
Reversus rider, Charioteer + team (ligna).
Below: C·PVLCHER = C. Claudius Pulcher [same reverse]
His name on Smith's Cl. Dist. (1) consul. 117. (1) consul: Aedile 99. (1) prefect
56 B.C. (1) (1) (1) >

5 December 1916

Terracotta no: 5. Hoplionic lamps. Salt canes and peels of a kind of tea-plant or shrub wound round the lamps. 3 Dec 1916. Kept it in water for 24 hours, changing several times, + then dried it. [Note]
Catalogue of Republican and Imperial Coins presented to the University of Tasmania by Andrew Goldney, of the Ministry of Finance, Cairo, collected and presented, by K.P. Rees, M.A., of Brasenose College Oxford, late student of the British School at Athens, Professor of Ancient History in the University of Cairo.

(Description written in red ink nearly illegible)

1. Roman Republican Denarii
      On reverse a Gorgo with strange weapons in a chariot. This meant to represent the Roman king Bibullus who was defeated by one of the family. Underneath is the legend L LIC AED CVRS - L. Licinius Gnaeus Romanus.

   Reverse. The infant Jupiter, Romanos and Roma suckled by the Wolf.
   (I cannot assign this coin to a Gorgo with certainty yet.)

3. Head of Cybele, with crown of leaves.
   A-PLATIVS AVST R.C.S.C. - Q. P. Platorus Aesulus Aesulus Senator Consul
   On the reverse, BACCHVS VIGOROS Xuenz holding an olive branch in his right hand and holding a cornel with his left.

   On reverse two obelisks, whose inscriptions being driven by a Roman (with reins which pass over the back and are fastened to the ears) with a wreath of victory is shown.
   This refers to the great victory of Metellus at Panormus in the 1st Punic War, when he captured the Carthaginian elephants and had them killed in the Roman amphitheatre.

5. Coin of Marcus the Younger. He wears a crown and stands beside a Roman soldier, the right hand on his shield.
   Head of Corn, alluding to the agricultural origin of the Roman gens.
   CAPIT in Capite (The numerals on these coins vary and I have not been able to find out their meaning).
   On reverse, plowing with yoke of Oxen.
   [In reverse: A. Cato R. Cato."
   "Cato the Younger" was M. Junius Calpurnius Cato.]

   Head of Venus from whom the Geno was descended.
   On reverse: Arrows, arrows, and the Pelorus from Troy.

8. Coin of Mark Antony for the 19th legion.
   ANTONVS AUGUSTVS."
   CAESAR."
   AVG."
   AVGVSTVS."
   REX."
   CONSECR.
   REVERSE: Eagle and Standards
   L.E.B. - VIII.

II. A complete set of first rate silver coins struck in Egypt under the Empire.
   Shown by the Emperor Augustus - Commodus except Caligula who struck no silver.
   These coins (except those of Trajan, Caracalla, and Commodus) which are neither rare but yet good luck at how well preserved are of the face value of about 2 dollars each. The amount of alloy varied, but on the average they contain about ten parts silver to two parts. The few... The years are shown by ordinary Greek numerals. L = year but no one knows why.

   OCTO (EBCACTOE)."
   Struck in the 6th year of Nero's reign.
   [In reverse:"
   "Nero's name is under the coin.
   "He was named at birth."
   "Nero was born in 33 AD."
   "Celtic on reverse."

10. Another type of Augustus on coin of Nero.
    OCTO (EBCACTOE).
    [In reverse:"
    "Nero's name is under the coin.
    "He was named at birth."
    "Celtic on reverse."

11. Tiberius.
    TIBERIUS CAESAR.
    On reverse: Augustus (with crown)."
    OCTO (EBCACTOE)."
    Tiberius Augustus.
    "This coin was struck by Tiberius himself and by a very fine specimen."
    "The coin is comparatively rare."
    "Interesting to compare the portraits here given with those of on the reverse of the coin of Nero."
    [In reverse:"
    "Nero's name is under the coin."
    "He was named at birth."
    "Celtic on reverse."

12. Tiberius on reverse of coin of Nero.
    TIBERIUS CAESAR.
    [In reverse:"
    "Nero's name is under the coin."
    "He was named at birth."
    "Celtic on reverse."

13. Tiberius on reverse of Nero's coin.
    TIBERIUS CAESAR.
    [In reverse:"
    "Nero's name is under the coin."
    "He was named at birth."
    "Celtic on reverse."

    On reverse:"
    "Nero's name is under the coin."

15. Claudius.
    On reverse:"
    "Nero's name is under the coin."

16. Here we see:
    NEPA KAAV (ON)
    Here Claudius B.

17. Here.
    On reverse: Papas.

18. Here in 5th year.
    Compare him with the gourmand on reverse.

19. Here 1st year of
    NEPA KAAV (ON)
    On reverse:

20. Galba.
    On reverse: ENE.

    As the reigns only.
    It is now seen.

22. Vespasian.
    On reverse: "PAPAS."
    The same is probably the beginning of the five emperors in two and three ages. 

23. Vespasian.
    On reverse: Victory.
    Struck in the year of
14. Claudius
On reverse: Messalia. [#451#]
<year 7> 3
 N
 A
<4>

15. Claudius
On reverse: Vesta. Kais: Zebar (37th)
<5th year of Claudius' reign
N
 E

16. Hero
Wearing crown andegis
Kais: Kais: Zebar: 37th
Kais: Claudius

17. Hero
On reverse: Poppea. Domitiana. Zenodot
<10th year of reign
N
 S

18. Hero
<year 61>

19. Galba
On reverse: ELEOUPHIA
<year 68>

20. Otho
<year 69>

21. Vitellius
On reverse: EIPNHN
The face is a portrait of Vitellius. It is unusual, possibly because of the beginning of his reign. It is uncertain why the eagle was in the sky.
<year 69>

22. Vespasian
On reverse: Victory
<year 70>
24. **Vespasian (Second Year)**
   On reverse. The city of Alexandria with elephant helmets offers a wreath of Victory (ΑΝΕΜΩΝΑΙΩΝ ΟΡΝΙΑ).

25. **Titus (Third Year)**  < LΠ >
   On reverse ΟΝΝΙΑ.
   These coins of Titus are designed to obtain vigour conditions. In the present case it seems better to leave a little of the copper deposit rather than more injuring the face.

26. **Domitian**  < 2nd 6th Π >
   He struck no silver coins in Egypt but many of copper.
   < On face obv. 6 ΤΟΥ >
   Letters in reverse.

27. **Nerva**  < 1st year >
   On reverse Eagle (as had been on the coins of the Flavians).
   < Letters ΝΑ on reverse ΑΡΤ ΝΕΡΩ ΚΑΙΣ. >
   < by Rev. Emperor Nerva. >
   < Emperor Trajan. >

28. **Trajan — 5th year (earlier type)**
   ΑΝ(ΟΡ)ΠΑΤΡΙΠ. ΚΑΙΣ.(ΑΠ) ΝΕΡΩ ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟ(Ο) ΞΕΙ(ΑΡΩΝ) ΤΕΜ(ΑΝΙΧΩΣ)
   < L on reverse Άρνο Ε >

29. **Trajan with crown (later types)**  < 2nd year >
   Reverse: Zeus or Father Nile. < Really Ζευς >
   < On reverse L Ν >

30. **Hadrian (earlier type)**
   Reverse: Father with sudded of the Staff of the Staff, Σ Η Ρ Ζ of Plenty.
   < On reverse L Π >
   A Β Γ year.

31. **Hadrian — 10th year of reign**
   On reverse Justice & Plenty.
   ΑΝ(ΟΡ)ΠΑΤΡΙΠ. ΚΑΙΣ.(ΑΠ) ΤΡΑΙΑΝΟ(Ο) ΆΔΙΠ(ΑΝΟ) < ΡΟΓ(ΑΝΟ) >
   < Letters in reverse: Μ Α Κ Α Τ Ο Τ Υ >

32. **Nero Hadrian — a fine portrait**
   ΑΠΟ ΠΑΙΑΝΟΣ ΚΕΒ. ΑΝ. ΚΑΙΣ. ΤΡΑ.
   < 2nd Π >
   Reverse became as in 12th year. Notice how Father Nile flows across the coin in both cases.
   < Date: L Κ >
   A Β Γ year.

33. **Hadrian**
   ΑΝ. ΚΑΙΣ. ΤΡΑ. ΑΠΟ ΠΑΙΑΝΟΣ ΚΕΒ.
   < 22nd Π >
   12th year. a fine portrait of the best period, showing the influence of the revival of art
   and prosperity.
   Reverse: Father Nile, with corn in right hand and corn of Plenty in left. Beneath is a Greek λ.
   < Date: L Κ >
   A Δ Β Γ year.
34. Antoninus Pius

Reverse: Senator

35. Faustina the Elder. Empress. Wife of Antoninus Pius. (reverse is C. I. S. 344 pl. 13)

Reverse: Victory

36. Marcus Aurelius

This is a very fine and rather rare tetradrachm of Aurelius. Amongst the token of his time few silver coins were struck. They were nearly all drachmae of which 3/4 were copper and are mostly in bad preservation.


38. Commodus

Reverse: Senator Salina

39. Commodus

Reverse: Father. Wife with Horn of Plenty. One Drachma.

40. Elagabalus 3rd year.

Reverse: Senator

41. Elagabalus

RELIGIOUS TYPE: PYXIS

Antoninianus

Reverse: Senator

Reverse: Emperor
42. Elegabale
Rescue: Father Nile
< Letter in fr. KAIACR |

43. Maxentius <I> < 235-8: Max. I was lured > Severus

Recess: Rome
< man in fr. MAXENTIUS ECRECUB |

44. Maximin II < 6th year
< Kera:敏捷 with corn |
< man in fr. AETONAEINIUS ECRECUB |

45. Philip <I> < 249-7: 3rd year
< man in fr. PHILO NAOCECUB |
< man in fr. SIGMA R |

46. Philip <I> 5th type
< man in fr. AETIOPHINIUS COY |
< man in fr. LENAE | single |
< man in fr. L |

47. Valerian < 253-60 |
< man in fr. AETIO-AETIO CONEPIE | |
< man in fr. Caesar R CIBIAEVALERIANO |
< man in fr. L & |
< man in fr. L & |

48. Gallienus (5) 11th year < 260-8 >
< man in fr. AETIO | single |
< man in fr. LIA |

49. Gallienus (6) 11th year
< man in fr. AETIO NIK | single |
< man in fr. LIA |

50. Cornelia, Salonia, wife of Valerianus, Gallicus 12th year |
< man in fr. CORNELIA SALONIA |
< man in fr. L & |
< man in fr. AETIO-V | single |
< man in fr. LIA |

51. Gallienus 14th year < 260-8 > |
< man in fr. AETIO | single |
< man in fr. LIA |

52. Diocletian 14th year < 284-305 |
< man in fr. MAXIMINUS | single |
< man in fr. DIECULIN |
< man in fr. DIECULI |
< man in fr. CAESAR |
< man in fr. LIA |

53. Diocletian
Recess: Victory
< man in fr. LIA |

54. Domitian
< man in fr. LIA |

55. Trajan
< man in fr. AR |

56. Trajan
< man in fr. CHARL |

57. Hadrian
< man in fr. ATHIC |
< man in fr. AEMILIANO |
< man in fr. LIA |

58. Hadrian
< man in fr. RAPHA |
< man in fr. LIA |

59. Hadrian
< man in fr. LIA |
< man in fr. LIA |

60. Hadrian
< man in fr. SS PHILAE |

61. No mark of the reverse
62. Here

On reverse ΠΥΘΙΟΣ ΑΡΩΜΑΣ

63. Here.

Reverse Serapis

< on face ΝΕΠΚΑ .... CEGF.  

In reverse ΑΤΤΟΚΑ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΚΟΑ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ

64. Here

Reverse Apollo

< on face ΝΕΠΚΑ .... CEGF.  

In reverse ΑΤΤΟΚΑ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΚΟΑ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ

65. Nero. 12th year: formerly considered rare, but several have been found lately on reverse. The city of Alexandria, wearing an elephant's head as a helmet. This is a combination of the Greek coinage of Alexander, on which the elephant-helmet commemorates Alexander's victory over Naxos.

(AVTO) ΑΠΑ(ΠΟΙΩ) 

< on face ΕΡΩΚΕΛ 

In reverse ΑΠΑ(ΠΟΙΩ) η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ

66. Nero. 12th year.

Reverse Nemea. Zeus

< on face ΝΕΠΚΑ .... ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ  

In reverse ΝΕΜΕΙ 

67. Nero.

Reverse ΑΡΑΙΟΣ ΑΡΩΜΑΣ commemorating the battle of Actium.

(Never faced is much coveted: great care must be taken if it is possible to clean it completely not to injure the singularly fine Apollo).

< on face ΝΕΠΚΑ .... ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ  

In reverse ΑΘΡΟΤ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΚΟΑ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ

68. Gaulica

Reverse ΚΡΑΤΑΡΙΣ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ.

< on face ΕΡΩΚΕΛ(η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ)

69. Gaulica.

Reverse ΕΙΡΗΝΗ

< on face ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ

70. Gaulica.

Reverse: Alexander with helmet and as on Nero's coins. (ΑΙΣΧΑΝ) ΑΡΑ(ΠΟΙΩ) 

< on face ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ η ΛΙΓΟΧΡΟ

Good portrait.
Vespasian
Reverse: (E) P M.  

72. Vespasian. 1st year.
On reverse: T. M. M. 

73. Vespasian. 2nd year.
On reverse: T. P. M. M. 

74. Hadrian. Early type.

75. Hadrian. 3rd year.
On reverse: L.  

76. Hadrian. 4th year.
On reverse: A. T. A. N.  

77. Hadrian. 5th year.
On reverse: A. T. N.  

78. Hadrian. 6th year.
On reverse: A. T. N.  

79. Hadrian. 7th year.
On reverse: L.  

80. Hadrian. 8th year.
On reverse: L.  

81. Hadrian. 9th year.
On reverse: L.  

82. Hadrian. 10th year.
On reverse: L.  

83. Hadrian. 11th year.
On reverse: L.  

84. Hadrian. 12th year.
On reverse: L.  

(Notes on the reverse of the coins are not legible.)
81. Hadrian. 12th year

Reverse: "Hands across" ΠΑΤΗΡ ΠΑΤΙΔΟΣ
< on few AYT KAII KAIIA
< on few ΠΑΤΗΡ ΠΑΤΙΔΟΣ L 18
>
82. Hadrian. 16th year

Reverse: Selina
< on few AYT KAII KAI TAIKAI KAI KAI
< on few L 16
>
83. Hadrian. 16th year

Reverse. The Emperor in Toga receiving the homage of the Provine of Africa. Personification of Macedonia with elephant helmet and staff, standard presents corn.
< on few AYT KAII KAIIA KAIIA
< on few L 1E
>
84. Antoninus Pius. < 15th year

Reverse: "Why Africa?"
< on few Y N
< on reverse what looks like LC XE
>
85. Antoninus Pius. < 10th year

Reverse: "AEGAE" (CTOE) DEKATON
< on few EYXE
< on reverse DEKATON. Joshua will take Sdom and Gomorrah?
>
86. Commodus

Reverse: "The Emperor being-rights to Scolipis. (as the Christians and others were required to do to the Emperor)
< on few FYTX ECD
< on reverse letter like KL Z
>
87. Commodus

Reverse: "Kaim" a Common
< on few KOMAI 1 1 1 ECD EYXE
< on reverse L 2
>
88. Commodus

< on few M AYT E KOMM
< on reverse L KB
>
89. Commodus

Reverse: Zeus
< on few M AYT ECD
< on reverse N ECD L
>
90. Commodus

Reverse: "Zeus"
< on few M AYT ECD
< on reverse L 20
>
91. Commodus

Reverse: "Natura"
< on few M AYT 1 1 1 1 ECD
< on reverse L 2
>
92. Commodus

Reverse: "Day"
< on few M AYT E
< on reverse L 18
>
93. Commodus

Reverse: "Graeco"
< on few M AYT 1 1 1
< on reverse L 2
>
94. Commodus

Reverse: "Egypt"
< on few M AYT 1 1 1
< on reverse L 2
>
95. Commodus

Reverse: "Macedon"
90. Commodus

Reverse: Zeus enthroned holding thunderbolt

< on rev. 1 R G (?) H >

91. Commodus < 141 AD year 7>

Reverse: ΠΡΟΝΟΙΑ

< on rev. 1 ΠΡΟΝΟΙΑ L A>

92. Commodus < 141 AD year 7>

Reverse: Pugio

< on rev. 1 ΠΡΟΝΟΙΑ CEB EYCEB>

93. Commodus < 141 AD year 7>

Reverse: Herakles goodness (cf. the Archeic statues at the acropolis of Athens)

< on rev. 1 ΠΡΟΝΟΙΑ CEB EYCEB>

94. Commodus < 141 AD year 7>

Reverse: Quaestia (cf. insciences at which Commodus was famous)

< on rev. 1 ΠΡΟΝΟΙΑ L A>

95. Commodus < 141 AD year 7>

Reverse: Fortune

< on rev. 1 ΠΡΟΝΟΙΑ CEB EYCEB>

2 May 1909

(Contents continued on the next page)
May 1907

Terra Cottas.

1. Girl's head.
2. Lamp of Ptolemaic period. Hole in handle for string to hang on a nail. From the ruins of Memphis.
3. Ptolemaic lamp from Memphis.
4. Boy with pateras.
5. Ptolemaic lamp from the Fayum. Some of the salt is coming out.
7. Lamp with five wicks.
8. A scene with helmet. This head shows traces of fire (perhaps from the sack of the city).
9. Serapis. (Serapis is distinguished from Zeus by his peculiar crown). This is really a handle broken off from a large lamp.
10. Greek-Roman lady with an elaborate way of doing her hair which is not unusual at the period. The ears are bored for earrings which were probably of copper gilt or lead painted.
11. Lamp with lion, from the Fayum.
12. Serapis holding scaphe and wreath. Beside him is an eagle.

Greek Vase. Date about 400 B.C. Brought from a tomb. £1.

The vase is contemporary with Serapis and was acquired by me in Athens eight years ago.

Two terracottas of Alexander the Great.


   Mind made uncertain. [On neck. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΣ]

   £1.

2. Alexander the Great as Hercules wearing the skin of the Lion's head, a helmet.

   Stuck during his lifetime in Rhodes. On the reverse Olympian Zeus enthroned. Just in front of his knees is the (rather blurred)

   Truncheon of Rhodes, a rose (όρθιος)

   [On neck. ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΣ]

   £2.

£9 4 0